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ABSTRACT
Analytical expressions were derived for the solute concentration in

soils with a nonuniform initial distribution and a finite outlet condition
assuming a zero gradient at the soil outlet. The advection-dispersion
equation (ADE) was solved by successively using a Laplace transform
with respect to time, variation of parameters, and two different inver-
sion procedures. Solutions for two resident concentrations and a flux-
averaged concentration were derived for arbitrary and pulse-type
initial distributions. The solutions are applicable for a wide range of
conditions. Particular attention was paid to cases involving small
Peclet numbers and large dispersive fluxes associated with steep fronts
in the initial distribution. Flux-averaged concentrations may become
negative or exceed the initial concentration, while solutions for the
resident concentration, derived for first- and third-type inlet condi-
tions, can predict a substantial amount of upstream solute transport
due to dispersion. This suggests that the conventional ADE is not
always suitable to describe initial value problems where travel times
are typically short and large concentration gradients may occur.
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TRANSPORT OF DISSOLVED SUBSTANCES in Soils is COm-
monly described with the advection-dispersion

equation (ADE). Analytical solutions of the ADE have
been derived for a variety of boundary and initial condi-
tions (van Genuchten and Alves, 1982; Segol, 1993; Leij
and Toride, 1995). Although these solutions are ob-
tained for narrowly defined conditions, they have many
applications such as the verification of computer codes,
prediction of solute movement for large times or dis-
tances, sensitivity analyses of solute transport, and the
determination of transport parameters from soil column
or lysimeter studies.

Careful attention should be paid to the auxiliary con-
ditions that are selected for the mathematical analysis
of the physical problem (Parker and van Genuchten,
1984; van Genuchten and Parker, 1984; Toride et al.,
1993). The majority of analytical solutions pertain to
semi-infinite and infinite media. The problem of formu-
lating a mathematical condition at the outlet of finite
soils is often circumvented by stipulating a zero-gradient
condition at infinity. The mathematical analysis is sim-
pler for an infinite than a finite outlet condition. A finite
outlet condition, i.e., no concentration gradient at the
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soil outlet, also appears unrealistic because it arbitrarily
eliminates the dispersive component of the solute flux
at the outlet for all times (Kreft and Zuber, 1986). In
spite of this, analytical solutions for finite media have
been developed and are being used to quantify solute
transport. They may shed light on the selection of the
proper auxiliary conditions and concentration types. A
finite outlet condition is often used in numerical solu-
tions. Parlange et al. (1992) postulated that the actual
concentration at the outlet will be in between the values
predicted when using a finite and an infinite outlet con-
dition.

There is a lack of explicit solutions for finite systems
with an arbitrary initial distribution (Toride et al., 1993).
Such solutions might be readily derived from results
for diffusion problems in finite media with an arbitrary
initial distribution, which are usually solved through
separation of variables (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Lui-
kov, 1968) or finite integral transformations (Sneddon,
1951; Ozi§ik, 1980). Solutions to the ADE have already
been obtained for a uniform initial concentration with
a first-type inlet condition (Cleary and Adrian, 1973)
and a third-type inlet condition (Bastian and Lapidus,
1956; Brenner, 1962). We have opted to solve the ADE
for finite soils by using a Laplace transform with respect
to time, which is commonly used to solve the semi-
infinite ADE; the resulting ordinary differential equa-
tion can be solved by variation of parameters. This ap-
proach has also the advantage that it yields intermediate
results to: (i) derive approximate solutions in case of
small times or large Peclet numbers, (ii) evaluate inte-
grals for particular initial profiles, and (iii) derive flux-
averaged concentrations.

The objectives of this study were hence to derive
expressions for the solute concentration in finite soils
with arbitrary, Dirac- and pulse-type initial distributions
using Laplace transforms, and to investigate the behav-
ior of these concentrations for different times and
Peclet numbers.

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM
The transport problem in terms of the resident concentra-

tion for a finite soil with either a first- or a third-type inlet
condition and an arbitrary initial condition is given by

dt
d C dc
dx2 V dx [1]

subject to

,„ . D dc ,n , _ fO first-type conditionc(0,0 - co— — (0,f) = 0 w = JF

v dx 11 third-type condition

[2]

= 0 [3]rdX

c(x,0) = fix) [4]
Note that c represents the resident concentration (M L~3), x
is distance (L), t is time (T), D is the dispersion coefficient
(L2 T"1), v is the pore-water velocity (L T"1), L is the position

of the outlet or bottom of the soil (L), and f(x) is a resident
type initial concentration (M L~3).

Flux-averaged concentrations are employed to define con-
centrations from the solute flux, typically at the inlet or outlet
of the soil. For one-dimensional transport problems, they may
be derived from resident concentrations according to (Kreft
and Zuber, 1978)

D dcCF = c - — —
V dx [5]

with CF as the flux-averaged or flowing concentration (no sub-
script is used for the resident concentration). It is apparent
from Eq. [3] and [5] that resident and flux-averaged concentra-
tions are equal at x = L. If we apply the transformation to
the previously specified problem for a third-type inlet condi-
tion, we obtain the following equivalent problem in terms of
CF (cf. Toride et al., 1993):

subject to

dCf _ _ d2CF _ dCp
dt dx2 dx

cF(0,0 = 0
dcf /T . D d2C

-

V dx

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

The solution of this flux-type problem is not straightforward
because the outlet condition is no longer homogeneous while
the form of the initial condition may be more difficult. It is
more convenient to derive CF by transforming the resident
concentration for a third-type inlet condition according to
Eq. [5].

MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS
First-Type Inlet Condition

The problem given by Eq. [1] through [4], with o> = 0, is
first expressed as a diffusion problem, which is then solved
by Laplace transformation with respect to time and variation
of parameters. The Laplace inversion is carried out according
to the Heaviside expansion theorem. Details of the procedure
are provided in the Appendix. The resulting solution may be
written as

'0 = 2 x,
n=i (a*

X sin(cwc) f /(£) exp[h(x - £)] sin(an£)d£ [10]
Jo

where h = v/2D and an denotes a positive root of the transcen-
dental equation given by

an cos(anL) + h sin(anL) = 0 (n = 1, 2, 3, ...) [11]
These roots have been tabulated (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959;
Crank, 1975).

The integral in Eq. [10] can be evaluated analytically for
a few simple initial conditions. For example, instantaneous
release of a solute mass, m (M), per cross-sectional area of
pore space filled with water, QA (L2), at x = x0 when t = 0 is
given by
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m
= 8(* - *„) [12]

where §(x — x0) denotes the Dirac delta function (L"1). The
resulting solute concentration is readily obtained from Eq.
[10] by dropping the integral and making the substitution
/(£) = ml(OA) and £ = *0. A second example is a pulse-type
or Heaviside initial distribution, which may be given by

, . c0 f vx] , x + £ + vt] , % - x + vtc(x,t) = — exp— erfc——===— - erfc —v ' 2 ( *\DI \ ^Wt I \
,T ,. ,-(L - Q erfc

I v /T „] . (2L-exp(-(L+ ,-0)erfc( vt

otherwise
[13]

where c0 is a constant initial concentration. Substitution of
this distribution in Eq. [10] and subsequent integration yields

exp[h(x - g) - (h2 + u2
n)Dt] si

/• 2 i 1 9\ r i i(<*2 + h2)L + h

X sin(ct^) + an [14]

Approximation

The previous series solution may converge quite slowly
when the argument of the exponential function is relatively
large, such as for small t and large x or h, the latter being
proportional to the Peclet number, P = vILD. Van Genuchten
and Alves (1982) recommended to use an alternative series
solution for vLID > 5 + 40vt/D. Such a solution may be
obtained by employing the binomial theorem for the inversion
of the Laplace transform or the method of images (cf. Carslaw
and Jaeger, 1959; Brenner, 1962; Carrier and Pearson, 1988;
Beck et al., 1992). The solution corresponding to Eq. [10] that
is obtained in this way is given by

c(*,0 = fL flg) |-r=L= expfc^ - —
Jo W4ir£>f L 2D 4D.

Lp(_(^Ll)!) _ exp(_(^±i>
[ F\ 4Dt I F\ 4Dt

I (2L - x - C)+ exp --———————Fl 4Dt
. (2L + x -- exp —-—————F| 4Dt

. v IvL+ — exp
2D V\

, J2L + x - % + vt•frM ——————————5_____

Solutions derived in this manner will be referred to as "approx-
imate" in contrast with the "general" solution, which includes
trigonometric functions. The approximate solution for a Dirac
initial distribution may be readily written down from Eq. [15].
The solution for a Heaviside initial distribution is conveniently
obtained by integrating in the temporal Laplace domain as
outlined in the Appendix. The solution for this case is

[16]
Third-Type Inlet Condition

The transport problem is again given by Eq. [1] to [4], but
now with a) = 1. The following solution may be obtained in
a similar manner as for the first-type inlet condition:
c(x,t) =

00 *J f*Yni — (h -I- ft I Jit\ I ft r*OQi R vi -4- h ^tn i ft v ilr-̂  £, t-ALM I ft i^ T^n I-Ut' 1 I Pn ^"" l̂ Pn^ / ** &A1AI VJftA, i I

n=i. (p2 + h2}L + 2h

[17]
where pn are the positive roots of the transcendental equation

(p2 - h2} tan(pnL) - 2^pn = 0 [18]
The resident concentration as the result of a Dirac initial

distribution is derived from Eq. [17] by eliminating the integral
and inserting ml(SA) for /(£) and jc0 for (;. The solution for
the Heaviside initial distribution given by Eq. [13] is as follows:
c(x,t) = 2c0 X

" exp[h(x - 0 - (h2 + K)Dt] [pn cos(P^c) + h sir

e=*,
X [(# - pi) si + 2M cos(p^)] [19]

Approximation
The approximate solution that may be derived for a third-

type homogeneous inlet condition and an arbitrary initial con-
dition is (cf. Appendix)

K*- __
2D 4D\

(2L - x -. .X exp -1 F| 4Dt

+ exp - (*-
4Dt

| D + 2v2t
D

Xexpl -^+^ ' - l + expl-^

v
2D

4Dt
v / T

( ~

4Dt
, I2L - x - % + vterfc ————,——

\ 44Dt

* ~
^\ ,- 0 erfc

v Ivx] , (x +- 2D expy erfcK
\

+ vt [20]
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The solution for a Dirac initial distribution can be directly
written down from this result, while the solution for a Heavi-
side initial distribution is given by
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1.0 r

4Dt

expj (2L
4Dt

t(2L-xerfc ————F + vt\ , II* - x + vt- erfcf
4Dt

>
/ r , ^ ,X exp ML + X-Q] erfc

+ £ + vf

WDt

. JX erfc
\

[21]

Flux-Averaged Concentrations
Transformation of Eq. [17] according to Eq. [5] yields the

flux-averaged concentration:

cp(x,t) = exp[-(fc2 + p2)Df]

- Q] [pn cos(pn*X

£ [22]
Unlike semi-infinite media with a uniform initial distribution,
this flux-type solution is quite different from the resident-type
solution for a first-type inlet condition given by Eq. [10]. The
roots are different as a result of outlet condition Eq. [8],
whereas the form of the solution is different due to the nonuni-
form initial condition Eq. [9].

The solution for a Dirac initial profile follows immediately
from the above expression, while the solution for a Heaviside-
type initial distribution is given by

CF(*,0 = C0 2
+ + 2h2

X

X [(h2 -

!•=*,

[23]

Approximation
Instead of using the rather lengthy solution given by Eq.

[20], it is convenient to apply transformation Eq. [5] to the
resident-type solution of the transport problem in the Laplace
domain (cf. Appendix). Inversion of the resulting expression
yields
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Fig. 1. Breakthrough curves at the outlet (x = 20 cm) as the result
of a Dirac initial distribution (xa = 5 cm, ra/OA = 10 mg cm~2)
according to the regular and approximate solutions for the third-
type resident concentration: (a) v = 5 cm d~' and D = 25 cm2 d"1

and (b) v = 50 cm d"1 and D = 10 cm2 d"1.

CF(*,0 =

2vt
x + 4 - vt

TM exp —

exp|-

(* + e2'
4Dt

(2L + x -
4Dt

v v,T .. . 2L - x - g + vf— exp —(L - g) erfc
2 D F V V

— expl—(L + x -F V

v , (2L + x - £ +X erfcl ——— [24]

As an example of a specific initial distribution, we consider
again the case where the solute is initially uniformly distributed
between x\ and x2. The solution for this case is
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X erfcl

. (2L + x - % + vterfc(———^

vx\ . I— erfc [25]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Solute distribution vs. time or position were predicted

with the previous analytical solutions using the routines
in van Genuchten and Alves (1982) to find the roots of
the transcendental equations and to evaluate the error
function. Several generic examples were selected to
compare regular and approximate solutions and to eluci-
date the use of flux-averaged concentrations in combi-
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(a) p=4, t=2 d

Regular Solution
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(b)

P=100,t=0.2d

• - - - Approximate Solution

———— Regular Solution

10
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15 20

Fig. 2. Solute profiles as the result of a Dirac initial distribution (.r(, = 5
cm, m/0.4 = 10 mg cm"2) according to the regular and approximate
solutions for the third-type resident concentration: (a) t = 2 d, v =
5 cm d"1, and D = 25 cm2 d"1 and (b) t = 0.2 d, v = 50 cm d"1,
and D = 10 cm2 d"1.

nation with a finite outlet and a nonuniform initial con-
dition. Although we selected a particular set of units
for the model parameters, other sets of consistent units
may also be used, while the solutions could also have
been expressed in dimensionless form.

Regular and Approximate Solutions
The applicability of the regular and approximate solu-

tions for different times and Peclet numbers was exam-
ined assuming the highly singular Dirac initial distribu-
tion (jc0 = 5 cm and m/QA = 10 mg cm"2) with L = 20
cm. Figure 1 shows the breakthrough curves for a third-
type inlet condition for Peclet numbers, P = vLID, of
4 (Fig. la) and 100 (Fig. Ib). It can be shown that
the regular solution yielded accurate predictions of the
solute concentration in Fig. la (with relatively large
times and a small /"); the approximate solution deviated
only slightly. The greatest relative discrepancy occurred
for larger times. The regular solutions for the resident-
type (i.e., third-type inlet condition) and the flux-aver-
aged type (not shown) were identical, as they should
be at the outlet according to Eq. [3] and [5]. There
was a discrepancy between resident and flux-averaged
concentrations for the approximate solution. This lends
further credence to the greater accuracy of the regular
over the approximate solution for larger t and smaller
P. Conversely, Fig. Ib illustrates a scenario where the
regular solution did not converge (most oscillations for

P=2
t=0.2 d

-0.4 L

Fig. 3. Solute profiles at t = 0.2 d as the result of a Heaviside initial
distribution (xt = 5 cm, *2 = 10 cm, and c0 = 1 g L ') according
to the regular solution for first- and third-type resident concentra-
tions (c" and r") and a flux-averaged concentration (CF): (a) v =
5 cm d~' and D = 50 cm2 d~' and (b) v = 5 cm d~' and D = 10
cm2 d-1.
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t < 0.25 d are not shown). We used 20 roots for the
series expansion, an increased number of roots did not
greatly improve the solution. Identical results were now
obtained for the approximate solution for the third-
type inlet condition and the flux-type concentration (the
latter is not shown). Clearly, the approximate solution
is to be preferred for relatively small values of time and
a large Peclet number.

Figure 2 pertains to the same example. The concentra-
tion for a third-type inlet condition, obtained with the
regular and approximate solutions, is plotted vs. posi-
tion. Figure 2a shows the concentration profile at t =
2 d. The approximate solution provided similar results
for shorter distances but shows deviations when x goes
from x0 to L. Figure 2b shows the solute profile at the
relatively small time of t = 0.2 d, the regular solution
yielded erratic results when x approaches L. Both fac-
tors x and t caused the argument of the exponential
function to be relatively large; under these conditions
the approximate solutions should be used. From now
on, however, we will exclusively use the regular series
solutions since the convergence problems are readily
apparent and the integration of arbitrary initial distribu-
tions is more convenient for this solution.

Concentration Types
Figure 3 shows the resident concentration for a first-

and a third-type inlet condition (denoted as c1' and c3',
1.0

respectively) as well as the flux-averaged concentration
at t = 0.2 d as a function of position in a 20-cm-long
column where the solute was initially present between
Xi = 5 cm and x2 = 10 cm with a uniform resident
concentration. The Peclet numbers were 2 (Fig. 3a) and
10 (Fig. 3b). This example was inspired by Fig. 1 of
Toride et al. (1993). We repeat the caveats that the
ADE, with its backward dispersive flux, is not entirely
correct during the early stages of solute transport, while
these types of initial and flow conditions may be difficult
to implement experimentally. A different solute profile
was predicted at t = 0.2 d in the upper part of the profile
(0 < x < 10) when using a first- or a third-type inlet
condition. Since dispersion was relatively important
compared with advection, a backward solute flux occurs.
The third-type condition does not permit solute trans-
port across the inlet and, consequently, the solute con-
centration for this condition exceeds that for a first-type
inlet condition. For the flux-type concentration, there
were excessively low (negative) and high concentrations
as the result of upward and downward solute fluxes,
respectively, at the boundaries of the initial profile in
addition to a relatively low downward advective flux.

The differences were mitigated when the Peclet num-
ber increased, as shown by the concentration profiles
at / = 0.2 d for P = 10 (Fig. 3b). Our results were in
accordance with those shown in Fig. 1 of Toride et al.
(1993) for a semi-infinite medium. The flux-type concen-

(b) x=10cm

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
t(d) t (d)

Fig. 4. Breakthrough curves as the result of a Heaviside initial distribution (jti = 0 cm, x2 = 10 cm, and c0 = 1 g L"1) with v = 10 cm d"1, D =
50 cm2 d ', and L = 20 cm according to the regular solution for first- and third-type resident concentrations (c" and c") and a flux-averaged
concentration (CF); observation distances are x = (a) 5 cm, (b) 10 cm, (c) 15 cm, and (d) 20 cm.
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tration profiles are theoretical, the actual profiles — if
even measurable — will be different due to shortcom-
ings of the ADE in accurately describing solute trans-
port. Kreft and Zuber (1978) already remarked on the
difficulty of measuring CF inside the soil without dis-
turbing flow lines. Furthermore, flux-type initial con-
ditions appear impractical since a well-defined initial
condition can only be realized if there is no flow. Unfor-
tunately, the predicted resident profiles are also ques-
tionable. Use of the first-type condition led to mathe-
matically undesirable mass balance errors, whereas the
large amount of solute that moves upstream from the
initial location appears physically implausible. We fur-
ther explore the behavior of the flux- and resident-type
concentration in the next example.

Figure 4 presents breakthrough curves for P = 4 at
x = 5,10,15, and 20 cm for a 20-cm column with/(;t) =
c(jc,0) = 1 mg cm"3 for 0 < x < 10. The resident concen-
tration for a first-type inlet condition (c1') was somewhat
similar to CF at x = 5 cm because the conditions (Eq.
[8] and [9]) resembled those of a semi-infinite medium
with a uniform initial condition for which c" always
equals CF. The difference between the breakthrough
curves for c1' and CF increased with distance. On the
other hand, the resident concentration for a third-type
inlet condition, c3', and CF exhibited the greatest differ-
ence close to the inlet and were identical at the outlet

x = L = 20 cm. This can be readily inferred from the
solute flux in terms of c". Notice that the breakthrough
curve for c1' was below the curve for c3' because no solute
could exit the soil at x = 0 in the latter case.

Figure 5 shows the concentration profiles vs. distance
at t - 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 d for the same example of
solute being initially uniformly distributed between x =
0 and 10 cm. Flux-averaged concentrations are ordi-
narily used for positions where solute exits the soil;
in the case of solution samplers, this distance will be
different from the column length. We therefore calcu-
lated CF using solution Eq. [23] with L equal to either
the column length of 20 cm or the observation distance
of 5 cm (Fig. 5a), 10 cm (Fig. 5b), 15 cm (Fig. 5c), and
20 cm (Fig. 5d). Because the conditions do not permit
dispersive solute transport beyond x = L, the "trun-
cated" CF profiles always exceeded the "regular" CF pro-
files except for Fig. 5d when they were obviously identi-
cal since the same value was used for L. Similarly, the
resident-type solution for a third-type inlet condition,
c3', was always greater than c" because solute could exit
the soil at x = 0 in the latter case. In this example, c3'
was positioned between the truncated and regular CF at
the position of interest of x = 5 in Fig. 5a. At larger
distances from the soil inlet, the two different CF profiles
converged. We do not advocate the use of the truncated
solution for CF because it precludes dispersion at x = L;

t=O.25 d
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Fig. 5. Solute profiles for a 20-cm-long soil column as the result of a Heaviside initial distribution (xt = 0 cm, x2 = 10 cm, and c0 = 1 g L"1)
with v = 10 cm d*1 and D = 10 cm2 d"1 according to the regular solution for first- and third-type resident concentrations (c1' and c3') and a
flux-averaged concentration (CF) with L =(a) 5 and 20 cm at f = 0.25 d, (b) 10 and 20 cm at t = 0.5 d, (c) 15 and 20 cm at / = 0.75 d, and
(d) 20 cm at t = 1 d.
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the associated resident concentration would then have a
zero concentration gradient in the interior of the soil.
The applicability of the regular CF hinges on our ability
to detect this type of concentration in the soil interior.
At the soil outlet, there is little reason to use CF since
c"'(L,t] = cF(L,t) for a finite outlet condition. The gradi-
ent of the two concentrations, however, is not equal at
x = L, as follows directly from Eq. [3] and [8].

The third-type inlet condition ensured mass conserva-
tion, while the solution for a first-type inlet condition
underpredicted the amount of solute in the soil since
the mathematical model does not permit dispersion in
the influent solution, which has a zero concentration.
We emphasize that the conventional ADE could predict
excessive upward dispersive fluxes, especially for small
Peclet numbers and large concentration gradients. Ex-
cept for diffusion, there is no physical basis for such a
large dispersive flux in the opposite direction of the
advective flux. This phenomenon may be remedied by
using a dispersion coefficient that depends on travel
distance (Yates, 1992). Other transport models, such as
the stochastic-convective model (Jury and Roth, 1990),
may be more appropriate than the ADE.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented several analytical solutions for

resident and flux-averaged concentrations in finite soils
with a nonuniform initial distribution. Solutions were
obtained for arbitrary as well as Dirac- and Heaviside-
type initial distributions.

The transport problem was expressed in a diffusion
problem, which was solved using a Laplace transform
with respect to time and variation of parameters. Solu-
tions in the regular time domain were obtained through
inversion according to: (i) the Heaviside expansion the-
orem (yielding "regular" solutions with possible conver-
gence problems for small t and large P), and (ii) the
binomial theorem (yielding "approximate" solutions
that complement the regular solutions).

The differences between concentration types were
illustrated for some special cases. Flux-averaged concen-
trations in the soil may take on physically unrealistic
values for large gradients in the resident concentration
and the dispersive flux, as demonstrated in Fig. 3 and
by Toride et al. (1993). Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate that
flux-averaged concentration became equal to resident
concentrations for a third-type condition at the soil
outlet.

Because flux-averaged concentrations are defined
based on solute fluxes, which normally are only deter-
mined at inlet or outlet boundaries of the soil where
solute fluxes rather than resident concentrations are
injected or detected, there is no reason to use them in
the soil interior and resident concentrations should be
used. If flux-averaged concentrations must be used in
the soil interior, the use of an artificial outlet at the
position of interest (x = L) is not recommended because
no solute dispersion is permitted at this position. Resi-
dent concentrations have some disadvantages, too. A

first-type inlet condition may lead to underprediction
of the resident concentration in the soil because the
mathematical model allows solute to move outside the
soil past the inlet surface while it does not allow reentry
of the solute. Resident concentrations derived for a
third-type inlet condition should hence be used although
there is more upward dispersion for a third- than a first-
type inlet condition. The conventional ADE was not
necessarily adequate to describe solute transport for the
examples that we studied, with relatively short travel
times, large concentration gradients, and advective
fluxes that were small relative to dispersive fluxes.

APPENDIX
First-Type Inlet Condition

The problem given by Eq. [1] through [4] was transformed
using (Zwillinger, 1989)
c(x,t) = u(x,t) exp(hx - h2Dt) (h = v/2D) [Al]
to obtain the following diffusion problem:

dll _. d2u— = D ——
dt dx2

subject to
w(0,0 = 0

+ hu
,dx

= 0

[A2]

[A3]

[A4]

M(*,0) = fix) exp(-fce) = /*(*) [A5]
The homogeneous boundary conditions make it possible to
solve this problem through separation of variables; a fairly
general solution for this type of problem was provided by
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 126). We solved the problem
with the Laplace transform:

u(x,s) = u(x,t) exp(-st)dt [A6]

where s is the transformation variable. The transformed prob-
lem is

dx2

with boundary conditions

dx

M(0,s) = 0

Hu] = 0
IX=L

[A7]

[A8]

[A9]

where s is the Laplace variable.
This problem was solved by means of variation of parame-

ters. First, we considered the homogeneous problem [i.e.,
/*(*) = 0]. Its solution may be written as

uh(x,s) = exp(Xjt) + exp(-Ajc) = MI + u2

X = islD [A10]
We then sought additional solutions, w} and w2, to write the
solution for the nonhomogeneous equation as

u(x,s) = MI»VI + U2w2 [All]
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After imposing some additional conditions (e.g., Zwillinger,
1989), Wi and w2 can be determined. The following solution
in the Laplace domain may be obtained:

exp(Xx) - exp(-Xjc)

(X + h) exp[X(L - (\-h) exp[-X(L -
h) exp(XL) + (X - h) exp(-XL)

[A12]
This expression was inverted with the Heaviside expansion
theorem by first writing it in terms of hyperbolic functions:

u(xjs) =
o 2

{sinh[(K + k - K

- sinh[(K - k- *

+ a{cosh[(K + k - K

- cosh[(# - k- K

/{s[cosh(jds) + (a/V^) si

[A13]L J

where a = vl2^D, k = */VZ>, A: = L/VZ>, and K = £/VZ>; M(s)
and N(s) are two polynomials obtained by expanding the
hyperbolic functions.

With the help of the series expression for the hyperbolic
functions, we may verify that the conditions for the Heaviside
expansion theorem are met (Luikov, 1968; Spiegel, 1991). The
solution in the regular time domain could hence be written
as

[A14]
where sn denotes all the roots of N(sn) = 0 and the prime
denotes differentiation with respect to s. The expression for
N(s) is

N(s) = s[cosh(K^Ts) + (a/Vs) sinh(T^)]

21

+ hil +I 3!

41

+ 5! + [A15]

All roots of N(s) = 0 are single with no branch points. The
root s = 0 could be ignored in the sum since M(0) = 0 whereas
AP(0) ¥= 0. There are an infinite number of roots of

V^ cosh(L^sJD) + a sinh(L^sJD) = 0 [A16]
The transcendental equation given by Eq. [11] was obtained
after the substitution sn = -a2

nD.
After differentiating N(s ) with respect to s and expressing

the result in terms of trigonometric functions, we could estab-
lish that

N'( = [(a2 + h2)L2 + hL] cos(an L)
2hL [A17]

The polynomial in the numerator, i.e., M(s), was evaluated
in a similar manner using trigonometric addition formulas:

M(sn) = -
X

sin(anL)

+ [A18]
Insertion of the above results into Eq. [A14] and transforma-
tion of the solution from the diffusion to the transport problem
according to Eq. [Al], provided solution Eq. [10].

Approximation
The solution according to Eq. [A12] can be expressed as

u(x s\ = J_ exp(X*) - exp(-X*) j x

^ ' ' 2\D (h + X) exp(XL) J w

(h + X) exp[X(L - g)] -(h-K) exp[-X(L - g)]
1 - (h - X) exp(-2\L)/(fc + X)

[A19]
The denominator was rewritten using the binomial theorem
to obtain the following simplified expression:

_, . exp(k^ls) — exp(
u(xj) = —^——'- r

exp[-(2K - K
a +

[A20]
Inversion of the Laplace transform is now possible to deter-
mine Eq. [15]. The concentration for a Heaviside initial distri-
bution was obtained by first carrying out the integration in
Eq. [A20] and subsequent inversion to obtain Eq. [16].

Third-Type Inlet Condition
The transport problem given by Eq. [1] to [4], with 10 = 1,

was expressed in the following equivalent diffusion problem:

— = n ̂ ^
dt dx2

subject to

du i I n— - hu\ = 0
dx

du + i.— + hu
dx

= 0

[A21]

[A22]

[A23]

«(x,0) = fix) exp(-hx) =f*(x) [A24]
The solution of this problem through separation of variables

is detailed in Section 3.9 of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). We
solved the problem in a similar manner as for the first-type
inlet condition. The solution for the transformed diffusion
problem is

fL f* (f-}
= ~ * + h)2 exp[\(L + *-£)]

+ (X2 - h2) exp[-X(L -*-£)]
+ (X + /i)2exp[X(L -*-£)]
+ (X - h)2 exp[-X(L - x + €)]} d £
/{(X + h)2 exp(XL) - (X - h)2 exp(-XL)}

[A25]
This solution was first expressed in terms of hyperbolic func-
tions:
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{(s - a2) cosh[(K - k- K)Vs]-/ ^ (Kf* (K)u(xj) = J—^
Jo ^
+ (s + a2) cosh[(K + k - K)^!S]
+ 2a{~s smh[(K + k- K)Vs]} dK
/{s[2acosh(K^s) + (s + a2) sinh^Vs)/^]}

(K) M(s)•K s*

N(s)
dK [A26]

Just as for the first-type inlet condition, the Heaviside expan-
sion theorem may be used for the inversion, while the roots,
sn, of N(sn) = 0, can be readily obtained from transcendental
Eq. [18] after writing sn = — $,D. Differentiation of N(s) and
use of the transcendental equality leads to

^'W = -f |̂ |[(P2. + ̂ 2

+ 2hL]cos($nL)

[A27]

The derivation of the expression for M(sn) was facilitated by
using Mathematica software (Wolfram, 1991). We obtained
the following identity:

M(sn} = -DL\& + /i2)[3ncosOnA:)

+ Mn(pnA:)][(3ncos(pnK) + /zsin(pnK)] [A28]
Insertion of these results into Eq. [A14] resulted in solution
Eq. [17] for the original transport problem.

Approximation
The solution in the Laplace domain given by Eq. [A25] was

rewritten as

u(x,s) = /*(€)
2\D J0 (X + fc)2exp(\L)

X {(X + h)2exp[K(L + x - Q]
+ (X2 - h2) exp[-X(L- | - xj]

+ (\ + /z)2exp[\(L -*-€) ]

+ (X - h)2 exp[-X(L +x- £)]} d Q

X - hI -
\ + h

exp(-2XL) [A29]

The binomial theorem was again used to facilitate inversion
of the Laplace transform where the resulting concentration is
expressed by Eq. [20].
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